Behavioral evidence showing the predominance of diffuse pain stimuli over discrete stimuli in influencing perception.
This experiment was directed toward determining the relative effectiveness of discrete and diffuse pain stimuli in influencing perception and behavior. Shocks to the footpads were used to activate the discrete pain pathways and shocks to the upper canine teeth to activate the diffuse pain pathways. In the first phase of this experiment, cats were trained to escape from foot shock in a shuttle box. Current applied to the feet was varied in ascending and descending sequences for each animal according to the psychophysical method of limits and each animal was trained until stable thresholds for escape responding were achieved. In the second phase of the experiment, the effect on behavior of simultaneous activation of both the discrete and diffuse pain systems was assessed. The principal finding is this experiment was that excape responding that was well established when foot shock was presented alone was routinely abolished on trials when tooth shock and foot shock were presented together. These results were interpreted as indicating that the diffuse pain system was prepotent in influencing behavior when both the discrete and diffuse pain systems were activated simultaneously.